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Kingdoms minecraft server hosting

Minecraft's world offers an seemingly endless supply of adventures, thanks to the nature of its sandbox. You can advance and fight creatures in survival mode, or you can do your artist's hat and worldwide craftsage in creative mode. However, Minecraft does not need to be a solo activity. Thanks to minecraft servers, you
can join others online worldwide, experiencing a world made to replicate the famous fantasy landscape or past games. Before exploring our list, check out our guide on how to play multiple Minecraft players so you know how to connect. Read more of Minecraft Middle Earth's Minecraft Earth Are you ready to take a deep
dive into the world of Tolkien? Founded in October 2010, Minecraft Middle Earth is more than 335 square miles, giving you a virtual world of gargantuan to explore. The Central Earth community has taken the challenge of building several iconic locations, including Isengard, Moria, Dol Amroth, and Minas Tirith. You can
launch your adventure as a hobby and explore the ground or contribute to the building. Either way, the Central Earth community supports, and you can join their Discord to make new friends. Hypixel Hypixel If you are in the mood for pleasure, then a stop by Hypixel is required. This mini-game-based world has a healthy
multiplayer mission option to participate — the best of all, it's free to play. Jump into games like UHC Champions, hardcore survival mode games, or Turbo Kart Racers, a full racing game where you spit yourself against 11 other players. Leaderboards showcase the top players in all games, and those who want to
support servers can grab some sweet stuff from the official website store. Grandtheft Minecraft Grandtheft Minecraft Wants to return to the world of high-stakes crime? If so, Grandtheft Minecraft has you covered. Jump to this map to explore areas such as MineSantos, Sanktburg, and New Mineport. The server has more
than 35 custom weapons, from shotguns to shooters - all your favorites from the world of Grand Theft Auto. As expected from Grandtheft Minecraft, your goal is to be the richest criminal. You can also form a gang and build your squad. Frequent updates keep this server interesting. Pixelmon Craft PixelmonCraft It is the
world of Pokemon in the form of Minecraft. Join other Pokemon colleagues from all over the world in Pixelmon Craft, where you can explore various regions based on franchises. As you might expect, the animals on this server are replaced by a variety of Pokemon. What brings this to Next is that Pokemon can be fighting
and arrested. Go enough, becoming the next Master of Pokemon - just be sure to check out the existing landscape and gym leaders ready to clash. Pirates Do you crave the freedom of seven seas? Jump to PirateCraft, a server where you can live your dream pirate lifestyle. Creating build your own ships and cannons
for which you can travel the world. Of course, those cannons aren't just there for decoration - be careful on your adventures. Other features of the server include forming pirate crews with others and creating custom pirate frogs. A variety of maps are available for those who prefer to engage in standard survival, creative
buildings, or PvP mode with mini-games. West West WesterosCraft We cannot forget the world based on Game of Thrones: ice songs and fire franchises. This full-size Western Recreation employs more than 1.5 billion blocks placed at over 7.5 square miles of virtual space. Popular destinations to visit include Winterfell,
King's Landing, Lannisport, Highgarden, and Pyke. The makers of WesterosCraft welcome all, including those who just want to spy on and those interested in becoming builders. Who knows, maybe this magical world will even help you forget about season 8 finale. Potterworld Potterworld Looking for a different magical
world to explore? Join Potterworld to see a location that looks like they're escaping your favorite fantasy books and movie series. You just have to take a moment to determine the touch of minecraft fun that has been added to each location name, such as Hogsworth and Hogsend. Potterworld sports a ton of fun mini-
games to play with your favorite Minecraft Pottery heads, including Spelling Wars, Quabbleball, Melting Floors, and Hide and Search. The calendar on the website helps you follow a month full of fun virtual events. Extreme craft is extreme if you're not sure what type of server you want to join, consider jumping on board
extreme Craft. This Minecraft server stands all as one of the most popular options available with various game modes for all types of players. Game modes include survival, hunger games, tribes, skygrids, skywars, sky blocks, acid islands, and egg warfare. Of course, you can also join as a creative player and enjoy
clicking your next creation. Dead Mining For many of us, The Walking Dead performance ended when a particular character, who cannot be revealed, was murdered - oh, what a night. However, for those still struggling in the world with hordes of zombies, The Mining Dead is an excellent place to visit. As may be hanged,
the map follows apocalypse game mode based on the show. Start with a simple survival kit and scavenge your way to survival. Just remember that even a single bite can be fatal, and if you join a PvP server, the undead won't be your only concern. Minescape Minescape Is losing the RuneScape world? No longer want to
recreate your favorite childhood games, thanks to Minescape. This Minecraft RuneScape breeding allows players to sink in the world of wonderful fantasy, meeting other player-friendly communities. Other. Free world is available to explore, including a creative world where you and other players can showcase your
artistic skills. And unlike the world a long time ago, you no longer need to download Java to play it - a real win for all computer users. Editor Suggestions Even if there is something that can be said to start with a fresh, convenient (and fun) map to upload the whole world to your Minecraft Realms server– whether it's the
world you create your own or download online. Why Would I Want to Do This? Minecraft Realms is an official server platform from Mojang, the company behind Minecraft. This is a great user-friendly way to host remote servers for you and your friends (or their children and friends) to play Minecraft together. RELATED:
How To Set Up a Minecraft Server Without Easy Pressure with Minecraft Realms In our guide to start with Minecraft Realms, we emphasize how to create a new world or fill your Minecraft server with mojang-supplied maps, but now we're back showing you how you can upload your own world. This not only allows you to
upload the world you have worked on (either with friends or solo), but you can also download maps from the Internet that other industry builders have filled with their cool creations for you to explore. Let's take a look at what you need to do before uploading your map and where you can find additional maps online to
upload to your Minecraft Realms server. First, Update Your Maps (If Necessary) Minecraft Realms uses minecraft's most recent public release. So far this tutorial is version 1.8.9, but Realms will roll to 1.9 once it is released. RELATED: How to Upgrade your Old Minecraft Map for a smooth Transition to Ideally's New
Biomes, you'll use a map that's from the current version of Minecraft. If you have a map from the older version you want to use (for example you've played on an old map of 1.6.4 over the years but now you want to upload them to Realms) you can definitely do so, but be aware that you might face some issues. The most
obvious issue revolves around ugly lump updates where the edges of the map are being explored (produced with old-world engines) meet new engines (which will be generated with new world engines). If you're in such a situation where you're going to upload very old maps, we highly recommend you check out our
guide on How to Upgrade your Old Minecraft Map for a Smooth Transition to New Biomes. For many players, though, the old map is not a big concern, and only takes up Their existing world map will be fine. However, it is good to know about the nuances of the process so that you are not surprised later when your map
looks alien than you remember. With that little caution, let's take a look at where you'll find your local map and where to find cool maps online shows you how to upload them directly to your Realms server. Find Your Local Save Directory The first step in uploading any maps, whether your local player map or a custom
downloaded map, only find the world keeping directories on your PC. We've detailed finding and backing up your Minecraft files in How to Back up Your Minecraft World, Mode and More but we'll re-record here to make it easier to read (and to make you running faster). Although your world saves may be in different
locations if you use a custom launcher like MultiMC, the following is the default storage location on the main operating system: Windows %appdata%\.minecraft\saves\ Mac OS X ~/Library/Application Support/minecraft/saves/Linux /home/[username]/.minecraft/saves/ In the folder \saves\ First, you will find a unique folder
for each saved world named after the world itself (for example). Think of folders like containers that hold all the important data about your world, including the world map and the accling metadata. Now it would be a good time to make backup copies, in a secure location, your world data. Uploading the world will not make
any changes to it, and when it is on Realms server no changes will be made to your local data. However, it's always good to get in the habit of backing up any digital project, such as a large Minecraft map, you've invested a lot of time. Even if you don't plan on uploading a map you create personally and you want to jump
straight into downloading custom content, pay attention to this directory, since it's important for the entire upload process. How to Find and Download Cool Maps Online When uploading your own creation frees up buildings you've worked, equally fun finding cool custom maps online and uploading them to explore with
your friends. If you only upload your own world, you can skip this section, because the upload process is the same for both. But if you want to find new content to play, we'll discuss it here. If you want a good overview of different types of maps, such as adventures and parkour maps, see Lesson 13 of our detailed
Minecraft Geek School series: Download and Install Custom Maps. Our two favorite locations, both on their extensive account of choice and their longevity, are PlanetMinecraft and MinecraftMaps. Between the two websites, you'll find thousands of maps you can take for spin. On Planet Minecraft, you'll find a world
saved for download in the Project category; make sure you use the Fall under and filter out project categories by the world saving to overcome various other projects (such as video and world seeds). You can further shrink your search by filtering through project types to downsize them to just adventure maps/challenges,
certain types of structures, etc. MinecraftMaps a little easier to navigate navigating for no other reason than, as the name may be, there is nothing there but a map of Minecraft to download. With both websites, the only thing that really needs to be ensured is the version number of the map. If you sort by
download/popularity, for example, you'll often find very old Minecraft maps from 3-4 years ago that have been downloaded hundreds of thousands of times but may or may not be updated for a newer version of the game. Today, we download an adventure map so we can do a little adventurer with friends. So we have
chosen the map of Le Gran Maze from MinecraftMaps and will use it for the next step in the tutorial, uploading the map to Minecraft Realms. No matter if which world saves or maps that you have downloaded, you need to extract. The ZIP file you downloaded into Minecraft/saves/directory on your PC (which we located
in the previous section of the tutorial). Forget the time to do so now. How to Upload Your Maps to Minecraft Realms Whether you've grabbed your own personal map, or connected through an online maps list to find the perfect one, it's time to upload it to your Realms server. Note: If you haven't fully set up your Minecraft
Realms server and/or need help with basic navigation, see our guide to getting started with Minecraft Realms before continuing. Launch Minecraft and select the Minecraft Realms button to access your Nature. Select the configuration icon, large wrench, Minecraft Realms server that you want to upload your map (for
most people, it will be the only option available). Once in your Realms server configuration menu, you need to choose a blank slot available, as seen above, or unlock/delete one of your worlds to give room for your new map. After selecting your blank map slot, you'll be prompted to choose what you want to do with it;
select World uploads. In the options screen, you'll see the world listed just as you do in your single player menu. You'll notice that the entry we've highlighted above has two names: the world and Le Gran Maze 1.8. Minecraft world saves have two names: names embedded in the storage files and folder names they have.
When you download maps from the Internet, they often have generic names like the world but you can always customize the folder name, as we do, for easy identification. Select the world you want to upload and then click Upload. After the upload reaches 100 percent and your world file is verified, select Finish. You will
return to the main Realms configuration screen, Above, and you'll be prompted to choose which world you want to load. The previously empty World 3 slot now has our new world uploaded into it. Don't worry if you've downloaded a spacecraft map or some such things and you see a generic-looking landscape (as seen in
the screenshot above). top). Thumbnails for the uploaded world are created using world seeds and ignore whatever structures the world has built or changed the creators of the map have been made. Double-click the map to load it up and you're in the business. Enjoy your new map and make sure you tell your friends
there's something new to check out on your Realms server. Have pressing questions about Minecraft or your Realms servers? Shoot us an email ask@howtogeek.com us and we will do our best to answer it. It.
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